Dear Beloved Rulers,
We, the people... and their Instutute have decided to write a formal letter (out first
and hopefully not last one) to you. On behalf of the free (maybe too free) press in the
educational system in our country we have some demands!
After a 3-and-a-half-minute-long debate the redactional group of Caramida Verde of
the IT High-school in Piatra Neamt (consisted of editor-in-chief Syl, editor-in-chief
BOGGHY, editor-in-chief v|v, editor-in-chief m0|3, journalist GhostD and badigard
Tony) has decided we need more chewing gum and more time to think of what to ask from
you. This is mainly because we could not think of more than an airplane and half a
million dollars until now.
As you obviously found out, we make jokes out of nothing but we can also think
seriously of the educational system “chez nous”. The main flow of it is it's history! We
need a whole new one, starting with things to study (fewer and more precise), teachers and
equipment. We suggest selling all schools with huge discounts for teachers, investing the
money in international business that might really work, get some more money back and
make the children of Romania happy.
A new building, nice and tidy, teachers with mentalities close to ours, more practical
activities that really help one in its life is about all we really need. It would be better for our
schools to “produce” specialists instead of “know-it-all”-people, who actually know nothing
specific.
We personally are in a major problem as tha great exam aproaches and being an “allday-long-mathemathics” class we can't get along quite well with our lyrical inner selves.
We are expected to know the same “amount” of literature and Romanian language as an
“all-day-long-reading-and-trying-to-understand-dead-men-called-poets” classes. This is
only a minor example of procedural flows (yes, we can speak elevated language), but there
are many.
We only hope you read this letter first, so it can catch your attention for all the rest
of the letters will probably explain better and with actual examples the situation.
Following the principle of “Erare humanum est” we only hope that someday (any
day now...) you will correct the mistakes in this letter and in this educational system of
ours.
Anonymously yours,
m0|3, Syl, v|v, BOGGHY, GhostD, Tony
P.S.: Power to the people !!!
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